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SOME EXAMPLES OF HOMOGENEOUS EINSTEIiT MANIFOLDS 
E# D* Rodionov 
A Riemannian manifold (ft,p) is called Einsteinian iff its 
Ricci tensor satisfies Hiccp)^Cp £°r sonie constant C 
"The compact simply connected homogeneous spaces admitting 
homogeneous Riemannian metric of positive sectional curvature 
have been classified by M, Berger [B J , N# Wallach fWJ and 
B# Bergery fBe J «. There are eompaet rank one symmetric spaces 
(CROSS) and also SVc3)/ikficS
l) , SpcD/SVcl), StrcSj/Sf>cZ)*T* 
SVc3)/Tma* , Sp(3)/Spti)*Sp(i)*Sp(Oj F* /SpUc'fj. The elassification 
of ail homogeneous Einstein metrics on the CROSS have been done 
by W* 2illerjfZJ# The case of SU(3)/iKii cS
d) was considered by 
M# Wang £Wa J • The homogeneous space Sp(Z)/SU(l) is isotropy 
irreducible and therefore it admits, up to a homo the ty, only one 
homogeneous Einstein metric* 
The main purpose of the present paper is to obtain the 
classification of all invariant Einstein metrics on the remaining 
homogeneous spaces: St/c3)/Tma*, Sfc3)/Sp(i)*Sp(i)xSpCi)9F^/SplncS)j 
SV(S-)/Spa)*T*. 
Theore.au The classification mentioned above is given, up to 
a homothetyf by the following table: 
Space The isotrppy 
representation 
Characteristic numbers 
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d , Ь i > positive 
( 3 , 1 , 1 ) osci l lat 
Sf>(3)/Spa)*Sf>ю>Si>(d) J>*f>iФf>J,®f>3 ( i , з , o oscil late 
( M , 3 ) osci l late 
(1,1,1 ) positive 
(7,2,2 ) osei l late 
Ţ^/Spiкch .. f>=pi*f>л.ф/>з ( 2 , 7 , 2 ; osci l late 
(2 ,2,7 ) osci l late 
((20-4Í7)/9,Г.) positive 
SV(S)/Sf>(l)*T4 />=/>*©/>* ((20+4VT)/9,1 ) osci l iate 
Sketch of the proof for the cases SV(3)/Tma*,S?(3)/S?(i)*$f(i)*Sf(fy 
F^/SpiniS). .Let -f be the isotropy representation of Gr/H and 
g^ hep is the reductive decomposition of Gr/H with respect of 
the minus Killing
1
 s form of g
 #
 Then />-/>* & p*. ® fs , where ft 
acts irreducibly on each pi Ct-i,z,3} and pi ^ f>j. for L+f
 # 
Hence a ̂ -invariant metric on Gr/H is of the form: C-j O -
-CtBfft+C^B/pi + t$3tp6 , where c± ,c^ .c^eZ* and flcX/JO-
*-tr4dX°*dY for all •X./.fej, We suppose, without the loss of 
generality, that (cliCZic^^C i, tjS) # Then non-trivial 
computations using the formula for the sectional curvature on 
homogeneous Riemannlan spaces show that Cr) is Einstein iff 
(Зst-t*'-Зs+£*0 
l (t-S)Ct + S -3)-*o for SVCÓl/T^ 
(lst-tг-4s + 4*0 
l ct-sXt+S-4)*0 
{ 9st-9s- It^+l^o Ct-sXlt + ls-S)=0 
for Sf(3)/spa>*$f>a»Sf(i) 
for F* /Spi ft C8) 
We obtain immediately the rezult of our theorem by solving 
these systems of quadratic equations* The case of $V(5)lSf>ci)*T£ is 
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considered analogously* 
The author would like to thank OldMch Kowalski for useful 
discussion related to this work. 
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